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Dynamical Kernels for Optical Excitations
Juliette Authier1 and Pierre-François Loos1, a)

Laboratoire de Chimie et Physique Quantiques (UMR 5626), Université de Toulouse, CNRS, UPS, France

We discuss the physical properties and accuracy of three distinct dynamical (i.e., frequency-dependent) kernels for the
computation of optical excitations within linear response theory: i) an a priori built kernel inspired by the dressed
time-dependent density-functional theory (TDDFT) kernel proposed by Maitra and coworkers [J. Chem. Phys. 120, 5932
(2004)], ii) the dynamical kernel stemming from the Bethe-Salpeter equation (BSE) formalism derived originally by
Strinati [Riv. Nuovo Cimento 11, 1–86 (1988)], and iii) the second-order BSE kernel derived by Yang and coworkers
[J. Chem. Phys. 139, 154109 (2013)]. The principal take-home message of the present paper is that dynamical kernels
can provide, thanks to their frequency-dependent nature, additional excitations that can be associated to higher-order
excitations (such as the infamous double excitations), an unappreciated feature of dynamical quantities. We also analyze,
for each kernel, the appearance of spurious excitations originating from the approximate nature of the kernels, as first
evidenced by Romaniello et al. [J. Chem. Phys. 130, 044108 (2009)]. Using a simple two-level model, prototypical
examples of valence, charge-transfer, and Rydberg excited states are considered.

I. LINEAR RESPONSE THEORY

Linear response theory is a powerful approach that allows to
directly access the optical excitations ωS of a given electronic
system (such as a molecule) and their corresponding oscillator
strengths [extracted from their eigenvectors (XS YS )ᵀ] via the
response of the system to a weak electromagnetic field.1–3

From a practical point of view, these quantities are obtained by
solving non-linear, frequency-dependent Casida-like equations
in the space of single excitations and de-excitations2(

Rσ(ωS ) Cσ(ωS )
−Cσ(−ωS )∗ −Rσ(−ωS )∗

)
·

(
Xσ

S
Yσ

S

)
= ωS

(
Xσ

S
Yσ

S

)
(1)

where the explicit expressions of the resonant and coupling
blocks, Rσ(ω) and Cσ(ω), depend on the spin manifold (σ =

↑↓ for singlets and σ = ↑↑ for triplets) and the level of ap-
proximation that one employs. Neglecting the coupling block
[i.e., Cσ(ω) = 0] between the resonant and anti-resonants parts,
Rσ(ω) and −Rσ(−ω)∗, is known as the Tamm-Dancoff approx-
imation (TDA). In the absence of symmetry breaking,4 the non-
linear eigenvalue problem defined in Eq. (1) has particle-hole
symmetry which means that it is invariant via the transforma-
tion ω → −ω. Therefore, without loss of generality, we will
restrict our analysis to positive frequencies.

In the one-electron basis of (real) spatial orbitals {φp(r)}, we
will assume that the elements of the matrices defined in Eq. (1)
have the following generic forms:4

Rσ
ia, jb(ω) = (εa − εi)δi jδab + f Hxc,σ

ia, jb (ω) (2a)

Cσ
ia, jb(ω) = f Hxc,σ

ia,b j (ω) (2b)

where δpq is the Kronecker delta, εp is the one-electron (or
quasiparticle) energy associated with φp(r), and

f Hxc,σ
ia, jb (ω) =

"
φi(r)φa(r) f Hxc,σ(ω)φ j(r′)φb(r′)drdr′ (3)

a)Electronic mail: loos@irsamc.ups-tlse.fr

Here, i and j are occupied orbitals, a and b are unoccupied
orbitals, and p, q, r, and s indicate arbitrary orbitals. In Eq. (3),

f Hxc,σ(ω) = f Hx,σ + f c,σ(ω) (4)

is the (spin-resolved) Hartree-exchange-correlation (Hxc) dy-
namical kernel. In the case of a spin-independent kernel, we
will drop the superscript σ. As readily seen from Eq. (4), only
the correlation (c) part of the kernel is frequency dependent
and, in a wave function context, the static Hartree-exchange
(Hx) matrix elements read

f Hx,σ
ia, jb = 2σ(ia| jb) − (ib| ja) (5)

where σ = 1 or 0 for singlet and triplet excited states (respec-
tively), and

(pq|rs) =

"
φp(r)φq(r)

1
|r − r′|

φr(r′)φs(r′)drdr′ (6)

are the usual two-electron integrals.5 The launchpad of the
present study is that, thanks to its non-linear nature stemming
from its frequency dependence, a dynamical kernel potentially
generates more than just single excitations. Unless otherwise
stated, atomic units are used, and we assume real quantities
throughout this manuscript.

II. THE CONCEPT OF DYNAMICAL QUANTITIES

As a chemist, it is maybe difficult to understand the concept
of dynamical properties, the motivation behind their introduc-
tion, and their actual usefulness. Here, we will try to give a
pedagogical example showing the importance of dynamical
quantities and their main purposes.6–8 To do so, let us consider
the usual chemical scenario where one wants to get the optical
excitations of a given system. In most cases, this can be done
by solving a set of linear equations of the form

A · c = ω c (7)

where ω is one of the optical excitation energies of interest
and c its transition vector. If we assume that the matrix A is
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diagonalizable and of size N×N, the linear set of equations (7)
yields N excitation energies. However, in practice, N might be
(very) large (e.g., equal to the total number of single and double
excitations generated from a reference Slater determinant), and
it might therefore be practically useful to recast this system as
two smaller coupled systems, such that(

A1 bᵀ
b A2

)
·

(
c1
c2

)
= ω

(
c1
c2

)
(8)

where the blocks A1 and A2, of sizes N1×N1 and N2×N2 (with
N1 + N2 = N), can be associated with, for example, the single
and double excitations of the system. This decomposition
technique is often called Löwdin partitioning in the literature.9

Solving separately each row of the system (8) and assuming
that ω1 − A2 is invertible, we get

A1 · c1 + bᵀ · c2 = ω c1 (9a)

c2 = (ω 1 − A2)−1 · b · c1 (9b)

Substituting Eq. (9b) into Eq. (9a) yields the following effective
non-linear, frequency-dependent operator

Ã1(ω) · c1 = ω c1 (10)

with

Ã1(ω) = A1 + bᵀ · (ω 1 − A2)−1 · b (11)

which has, by construction, exactly the same solutions as the
linear system (7) but a smaller dimension. For example, an op-
erator Ã1(ω) built in the single-excitation basis can potentially
provide excitation energies for double excitations thanks to its
frequency-dependent nature, the information from the double
excitations being “folded” into Ã1(ω) via Eq. (9b).8 Note that
this exact decomposition does not alter, in any case, the values
of the excitation energies.

How have we been able to reduce the dimension of the prob-
lem while keeping the same number of solutions? To do so, we
have transformed a linear operator A into a non-linear operator
Ã1(ω) by making it frequency dependent. In other words, we
have sacrificed the linearity of the system in order to obtain
a new, non-linear system of equations of smaller dimension
[see Eq. (10)]. This procedure converting degrees of freedom
into frequency or energy dependence is very general and can
be applied in various contexts.10–21 Thanks to its non-linearity,
Eq. (10) can produce more solutions than its actual dimension.
However, because there is no free lunch, this non-linear system
is obviously harder to solve than its corresponding linear ana-
log given by Eq. (7). Nonetheless, approximations can be now
applied to Eq. (10) in order to solve it efficiently. For example,
assuming that A2 is a diagonal matrix is of common practice
(see, for example, Ref. 18 and references therein).

Another of these approximations is the so-called static ap-
proximation, where one sets the frequency to a particular value.
For example, as commonly done within the Bethe-Salpeter
equation (BSE) formalism of many-body perturbation theory
(MBPT),22 Ã1(ω) = Ã1 ≡ Ã1(ω = 0). In such a way, the
operator Ã1 is made linear again by removing its frequency-
dependent nature. A similar example in the context of time-
dependent density-functional theory (TDDFT)23 is provided

by the ubiquitous adiabatic approximation,24 which neglects
all memory effects by making static the exchange-correlation
(xc) kernel (i.e., frequency independent).25–27 These approxi-
mations come with a heavy price as the number of solutions
provided by the system of equations (10) has now been re-
duced from N to N1. Coming back to our example, in the
static (or adiabatic) approximation, the operator Ã1 built in
the single-excitation basis cannot provide double excitations
anymore, and the N1 excitation energies are associated with
single excitations. All additional solutions associated with
higher excitations have been forever lost. In the next section,
we illustrate these concepts and the various tricks that can be
used to recover some of these dynamical effects starting from
the static eigenproblem.

III. DYNAMICAL KERNELS

A. Exact Hamiltonian

Let us consider a two-level quantum system made of two
electrons in its singlet ground state (i.e., the lowest orbital is
doubly occupied).6 We will label these two orbitals, φv and
φc, as valence (v) and conduction (c) orbitals with respective
one-electron Hartree-Fock (HF) energies εv and εc. In a more
quantum chemical language, these correspond to the HOMO
and LUMO orbitals (respectively). The ground state |0〉 has a
one-electron configuration |vv̄〉, while the doubly-excited state
|D〉 has a configuration |cc̄〉. There is then only one single
excitation possible which corresponds to the transition v→ c
with different spin-flip configurations. As usual, this produces
a singlet singly-excited state |S 〉 = (|vc̄〉 + |cv̄〉)/

√
2, and a

triplet singly-excited state |T 〉 = (|vc̄〉 − |cv̄〉)/
√

2.28

For the singlet manifold, the exact Hamiltonian in the basis
of these (spin-adapted) configuration state functions reads29

H↑↓ =

 〈0|Ĥ|0〉 〈0|Ĥ|S 〉 〈0|Ĥ|D〉〈S |Ĥ|0〉 〈S |Ĥ|S 〉 〈S |Ĥ|D〉
〈D|Ĥ|0〉 〈D|Ĥ|S 〉 〈D|Ĥ|D〉

 (12)

with

〈0|Ĥ|0〉 = 2εv − (vv|vv) = EHF (13a)

〈S |Ĥ − EHF|S 〉 = ∆ε + (vc|cv) − (vv|cc) (13b)

〈D|Ĥ − EHF|D〉 = 2∆ε + (vv|vv) + (cc|cc)
+ 2(vc|cv) − 4(vv|cc)

(13c)

〈0|Ĥ|S 〉 = 0 (13d)

〈S |Ĥ|D〉 =
√

2[(vc|cc) − (cv|vv)] (13e)

〈0|Ĥ|D〉 = (vc|cv) (13f)

and ∆ε = εc − εv. The energy of the only triplet state is simply
〈T |Ĥ|T 〉 = EHF + ∆ε − (vv|cc).

For the sake of illustration, we will use the same numeri-
cal examples throughout this study, and consider the singlet
ground state of i) the H2 molecule (RH−H = 1.4 bohr) in the
STO-3G basis, ii) the HeH+ molecule (RHe−H = 1.4632 bohr)
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in the STO-3G basis, and iii) the He atom in Pople’s 6-31G ba-
sis set. These three systems provide prototypical examples of
valence, charge-transfer, and Rydberg excitations, respectively,
and will be employed to quantity the performance of the vari-
ous methods considered in the present study for each type of
excited states. The numerical values of the various quantities
defined above are gathered in Table I for each system.

The exact values of the singlet single and double excitations,
ω↑↓1 and ω↑↓2 , and the triplet single excitation, ω↑↑1 , are reported,
for example, in Table II. We are going to use these as reference
for the remaining of this study.

B. Maitra’s dynamical kernel

The kernel proposed by Maitra and coworkers30,31 in the
context of dressed TDDFT (D-TDDFT) corresponds to an ad
hoc many-body theory correction to TDDFT. More specifically,
D-TDDFT adds to the static kernel a frequency-dependent
part by reverse-engineering the exact Hamiltonian: a single
and double excitations, assumed to be strongly coupled, are
isolated from among the spectrum and added manually to the
static kernel. The very same idea was taking further by Huix-
Rotllant, Casida and coworkers,32 and tested on a large set
of molecules. Here, we start instead from a HF reference.
The static problem corresponds then to the time-dependent
HF (TDHF) Hamiltonian, while in the TDA, it reduces to
configuration interaction with singles (CIS).4

For the two-level model, the reverse-engineering process of
the exact Hamiltonian (12) yields

f c,↑↓
M (ω) =

| 〈S |Ĥ|D〉|
2

ω − ( 〈D|Ĥ|D〉 − 〈0|Ĥ|0〉)
(14)

while f c,↑↑
M (ω) = 0. The expression (14) can be easily obtained

by folding the double excitation onto the single excitation, as
explained in Sec. II. It is clear that one must know a priori
the structure of the Hamiltonian to construct such dynamical
kernel, and this obviously hampers its applicability to realistic
photochemical systems where it is sometimes hard to get a
clear picture of the interplay between excited states.33–35

For the two-level model, the non-linear equations defined in
Eq. (1) provides the following effective Hamiltonian

Hσ
D-TDHF(ω) =

(
Rσ

M(ω) Cσ
M(ω)

−Cσ
M(−ω) −Rσ

M(−ω)

)
(15)

with

Rσ
M(ω) = ∆ε + 2σ(vc|vc) − (vc|vc) + f c,σ

M (ω) (16a)
Cσ

M(ω) = 2σ(vc|cv) − (vv|cc) + f c,σ
M (ω) (16b)

yielding, for our three two-electron systems, the excitation
energies reported in Table II when diagonalized. The TDHF
Hamiltonian is obtained from Eq. (15) by setting f c,σ

M (ω) = 0
in Eqs. (16a) and (16b). In Fig. 1, we plot det[H(ω) − ω1] as
a function of ω for both the singlet (black and gray) and triplet
(orange) manifolds in HeH+. (Very similar curves are obtained
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FIG. 1. det[H(ω) − ω1] as a function of ω (in hartree) for both the
singlet (gray and black) and triplet (orange) manifolds of HeH+. The
static TDHF Hamiltonian (dashed) and dynamic D-TDHF Hamilto-
nian (solid) are considered.

for He.) The roots of det[H(ω) − ω1] indicate the excitation
energies. Because, there is nothing to dress for the triplet state,
the TDHF and D-TDHF triplet excitation energies are equal.

Although not particularly accurate for the single excitations,
Maitra’s dynamical kernel allows to access the double excita-
tion with good accuracy and provides exactly the right number
of solutions (two singlets and one triplet). Note that this cor-
relation kernel is known to work best in the weak correlation
regime (which is the case here) where the true excitations have
a clear single and double excitation character,36,37 but it is not
intended to explore strongly correlated systems.38 Its accu-
racy for the single excitations could be certainly improved in
a density-functional theory context. However, this is not the
point of the present investigation.

Table II also reports the slightly improved (thanks to error
compensation) CIS and D-CIS excitation energies. In partic-
ular, single excitations are greatly improved without altering
the accuracy of the double excitation. Graphically, the curves
obtained for CIS and D-CIS are extremely similar to the ones
of TDHF and D-TDHF depicted in Fig. 1.

In the case of H2 in a minimal basis, because 〈S |Ĥ|D〉 = 0,
there is no dynamical correction for both singlets and triplets,
and one cannot access the double excitation with Maitra’s
kernel. It would be, of course, a different story in a larger basis
set where the coupling between singles and doubles would be
non-zero.

C. Dynamical BSE kernel

As mentioned in Sec. II, most of BSE calculations performed
nowadays are done within the static approximation.8,39–41 How-
ever, following Strinati’s footsteps,22,42,43 several groups have
explored this formalism beyond the static approximation by re-
taining the dynamical nature of the screened Coulomb potential
W6,7,17,44 or via a perturbative approach.45–49 Based on the very
same two-level model that we employ here, Romaniello et al.6
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TABLE I. Numerical values (in hartree) of the valence and conduction orbital energies, εv and εc, and two-electron integrals in the orbital basis
for various two-level systems.

System Method εv εc (vv|vv) (cc|cc) (vv|cc) (vc|cv) (vv|vc) (vc|cc)
H2 HF/STO-3G −0.578 203 +0.670 268 +0.674 594 +0.697 495 +0.663 564 +0.181 258 0 0
HeH+ HF/STO-3G −1.632 802 −0.172 484 +0.943 099 +0.752 526 +0.660 254 +0.145 397 −0.172 968 +0.037 282
He HF/6-31G −0.914 127 +1.399 859 +1.026 907 +0.766 363 +0.858 133 +0.227 670 +0.316 490 +0.255 554

TABLE II. Singlet and triplet excitation energies (in eV) for vari-
ous levels of theory and two-level systems. The magnitude of the
dynamical correction is reported in square brackets.

Method
System Excitation CIS TDHF D-CIS D-TDHF Exact
H2 ω↑↓1 25.78 25.30 25.78[+0.00] 25.30[+0.00] 26.34

ω↑↓2 44.04
ω↑↑1 15.92 15.13 15.92[+0.00] 15.13[+0.00] 16.48

HeH+ ω↑↓1 29.68 29.42 27.75[−1.93] 27.64[−1.78] 28.05
ω↑↓2 63.59 63.52 64.09
ω↑↑1 21.77 21.41 21.77[+0.00] 21.41[+0.00] 22.03

He ω↑↓1 52.01 51.64 51.87[−0.14] 51.52[−0.12] 52.29
ω↑↓2 93.85 93.84 94.66
ω↑↑1 39.62 39.13 39.62[+0.00] 39.13[+0.00] 40.18

clearly evidenced that one can genuinely access additional ex-
citations by solving the non-linear, frequency-dependent BSE
eigenvalue problem. For this particular system, they showed
that a BSE kernel based on the random-phase approximation
(RPA) produces indeed double excitations but also unphys-
ical excitations,6 attributed to the self-screening problem.50

This issue was resolved in the subsequent work of Sangalli et
al.7 via the design of a diagrammatic number-conserving ap-
proach based on the folding of the second-RPA Hamiltonian.51

Thanks to a careful diagrammatic analysis of the dynamical
kernel, they showed that their approach produces the correct
number of optically active poles, and this was further illustrated
by computing the polarizability of two unsaturated hydrocar-
bon chains (C8H2 and C4H6). Very recently, Loos and Blase
have applied the dynamical correction to the BSE beyond the
plasmon-pole approximation within a renormalized first-order
perturbative treatment,49 generalizing the work of Rolhfing and
coworkers on biological chromophores46,47 and dicyanovinyl-
substituted oligothiophenes.48 They compiled a comprehensive
set of vertical transitions in prototypical molecules, providing
benchmark data and showing that the dynamical correction
can be sizable (especially for n→ π∗ and π→ π∗ excitations)
and improves the static BSE excitations considerably.49 Let
us stress that, in all these studies, the TDA is applied to the
dynamical correction (i.e., only the diagonal part of the BSE
Hamiltonian is made frequency-dependent) and we shall do
the same here.

Within the so-called GW approximation of MBPT,8,39,52–54

one can easily compute the quasiparticle energies associated
with the valence and conduction orbitals.55–58 Assuming that
W has been calculated at the random-phase approximation
(RPA) level and within the TDA, the expression of the GW

quasiparticle energy is simply59

εGW
p = εp + ZGW

p ΣGW
p (εp) (17)

where p = v or c,

ΣGW
p (ω) =

2(pv|vc)2

ω − εv + Ω
+

2(pc|cv)2

ω − εc −Ω
(18)

is the correlation part of the self-energy Σ, and

ZGW
p =

1 − ∂ΣGW
p (ω)

∂ω

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
ω=εp


−1

(19)

is the renormalization factor (or spectral weight). In Eq. (18),
Ω = ∆ε + 2(vc|cv) is the sole (singlet) RPA excitation energy
of the system, with ∆εGW = εGW

c − εGW
v .

One can now build the dynamical BSE (dBSE)
Hamiltonian6,22

Hσ
dBSE(ω) =

(
Rσ

dBSE(ω) Cσ
dBSE

−Cσ
dBSE −Rσ

dBSE(−ω)

)
(20)

with

Rσ
dBSE(ω) = ∆εGW + 2σ(vc|cv) − (vv|cc) −Wc

R(ω) (21a)
Cσ

dBSE = 2σ(vc|cv) − (vc|cv) −Wc
C(ω = 0) (21b)

and where

Wc
R(ω) =

4(vv|vc)(vc|cc)
ω −Ω − ∆εGW (22a)

Wc
C(ω) =

4(vc|cv)2

ω −Ω
(22b)

are the elements of the correlation part of the dynamically-
screened Coulomb potential for the resonant and coupling
blocks of the dBSE Hamiltonian, respectively. Note that, in
this case, the correlation kernel is spin blind.

Within the usual static approximation, the BSE Hamiltonian
is simply

Hσ
BSE =

(
Rσ

BSE Cσ
BSE

−Cσ
BSE −Rσ

BSE

)
(23)

with

Rσ
BSE = ∆εGW + 2σ(vc|vc) − (vv|cc) −WR(ω = ∆εGW ) (24a)

Cσ
BSE = Cσ

dBSE (24b)
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FIG. 2. det[H(ω) − ω1] as a function of ω (in hartree) for both
the singlet (gray and black) and triplet (orange and red) manifolds
of HeH+. The static BSE Hamiltonian (dashed) and dynamic dBSE
Hamiltonian (solid) are considered.

It can be easily shown that solving the secular equation

det
[
Hσ

dBSE(ω) − ω1
]

= 0 (25)

yields 2 solutions per spin manifold (except for H2 where only
one root is observed, see below), as shown in Fig. 2 for the
case of HeH+. Their numerical values are reported in Table III
alongside other variants discussed below. These numbers evi-
dence that dBSE reproduces qualitatively well the singlet and
triplet single excitations, but quite badly the double excitation
which is off by several eV. As mentioned in Ref. 6, spurious
solutions appear due to the approximate nature of the dBSE
kernel. Indeed, diagonalizing the exact Hamiltonian (12) pro-
duces only two singlet solutions corresponding to the singly-
and doubly-excited states, and one triplet state (see Sec. III A).
Therefore, there is the right number of singlet solutions but
there is one spurious solution for the triplet manifold (ωdBSE,↑↑

2 ).
It is worth mentioning that, around ω = ωdBSE,σ

1 , the slope of
the curves depicted in Fig. 2 is small, while the other solution,
ωdBSE,σ

2 , stems from a pole and consequently the slope is very
large around this frequency value. This makes this latter solu-
tion quite hard to locate with a method like Newton-Raphson
(for example). Let us highlight the fact that, unlike in Ref. 49
where dynamical effects have been shown to produce a sys-
tematic red-shift of the static excitations, here we observe both
blue- and red-shifted transitions (see values in square brackets
in Table III).

In the static approximation, only one solution per spin mani-
fold is obtained by diagonalizing Hσ

BSE (see Fig. 2 and Table
III). Therefore, the static BSE Hamiltonian misses the (singlet)
double excitation (as it should), and it shows that the physical
single excitation stemming from the dBSE Hamiltonian is in-
deed the lowest in energy for each spin manifold, i.e., ωdBSE,↑↓

1
and ωdBSE,↑↑

1 . This can be further verified by switching off

gradually the electron-electron interaction as one would do in
the adiabatic connection formalism.60,61

Enforcing the TDA, which corresponds to neglecting the
coupling term between the resonant and anti-resonant parts of

the dBSE Hamiltonian (20), does not change the situation in
terms of spurious solutions: there is still one spurious excitation
in the triplet manifold (ωBSE,↑↑

2 ), and the two solutions for the
singlet manifold which corresponds to the single and double
excitations. However, it does increase significantly the static
excitations while the magnitude of the dynamical corrections
is not altered by the TDA. The (static) BSE triplets are notably
too low in energy as compared to the exact results and the
TDA is able to partly reduce this error, a situation analogous
in larger systems.62–64

Another way to access dynamical effects while staying in the
static framework is to use perturbation theory,45–49 a scheme
we label as perturbative BSE (pBSE). To do so, one must
decompose the dBSE Hamiltonian into a (zeroth-order) static
part and a dynamical perturbation, such that

Hσ
dBSE(ω) = Hσ

BSE︸︷︷︸
H(0)

pBSE

+
[
Hσ

dBSE(ω) −Hσ
BSE

]︸                  ︷︷                  ︸
H(1)

pBSE(ω)

(26)

Thanks to (renormalized) first-order perturbation theory,49 one
gets

ω
pBSE,σ
1 = ωBSE,σ

1

+ ZpBSE
1

(
X1
Y1

)ᵀ
·
[
Hσ

dBSE(ω = ωBSE,σ
1 ) −Hσ

BSE

]
·

(
X1
Y1

)
(27)

where

Hσ
BSE ·

(
X1
Y1

)
= ωBSE,σ

1

(
X1
Y1

)
(28)

and the renormalization factor is

ZpBSE
1 =

1 −
(
X1
Y1

)ᵀ
·
∂Hσ

dBSE(ω)
∂ω

∣∣∣∣∣∣
ω=ωBSE,σ

1

·

(
X1
Y1

)
−1

(29)

This corresponds to a dynamical perturbative correction to the
static excitations.

The perturbatively-corrected values are also reported in Ta-
ble III, and it shows that this scheme is very effective at re-
producing the dynamical values for the single excitations. Be-
cause the value of Z1 is always quite close to unity in the
present systems (evidencing that the perturbative expansion
behaves nicely), one could have anticipated the fact that the
first-order correction is a good estimate of the non-perturbative
result. However, because the perturbative treatment is ulti-
mately static, one cannot access double excitations with such a
scheme.

For H2, there is no dynamical corrections at the BSE, pBSE
or dBSE levels. Indeed, as (vv|vc) = (vc|cc) = 0 (see Table
I), we have Wc

R(ω) = 0 [see Eq. (22a)]. The lack of frequency
dependence of the kernel means that one cannot estimate the
energy of the doubly-excited state of H2.

D. Second-order BSE kernel

The third and final dynamical kernel that we consider here
is the second-order BSE (BSE2) kernel derived by Yang and
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TABLE III. Singlet and triplet BSE excitation energies (in eV) for various levels of theory and two-level systems. The magnitude of the
dynamical correction is reported in square brackets.

Method
System Excitation BSE pBSE dBSE BSE(TDA) pBSE(TDA) dBSE(TDA) Exact
H2 ω↑↓1 26.06 26.06[+0.00] 26.06[+0.00] 27.02 27.02[+0.00] 27.02[+0.00] 26.34

ω↑↑1 16.94 16.94[+0.00] 16.94[+0.00] 17.16 17.16[+0.00] 17.16[+0.00] 16.48
HeH+ ω↑↓1 28.56 28.63[+0.07] 28.63[+0.07] 29.04 29.11[+0.07] 29.11[+0.07] 28.05

ω↑↓2 87.47 87.47 64.09
ω↑↑1 20.96 21.07[+0.11] 21.07[+0.11] 21.13 21.24[+0.11] 21.24[+0.11] 22.03
ω↑↑2 87.43 87.43

He ω↑↓1 52.46 52.12[−0.34] 52.11[−0.35] 53.10 52.79[−0.31] 52.79[−0.31] 52.29
ω↑↓2 133.38 133.37 94.66
ω↑↑1 40.50 39.80[−0.70] 39.79[−0.71] 40.71 40.02[−0.69] 40.02[−0.69] 40.18
ω↑↑2 133.75 133.75

collaborators in the TDA,65 and by Rebolini and Toulouse in
a range-separated context66,67 (see also Refs. 44, 68, and 69).
Note that a beyond-TDA BSE2 kernel was also derived in
Ref. 66, but was not tested. In a nutshell, the BSE2 scheme
applies second-order perturbation theory to optical excitations
within the Green’s function framework by taking the functional
derivative of the second-order self-energy ΣGF2 with respect
to the one-body Green’s function. Because ΣGF2 is a proper
functional derivative, it was claimed in Ref. 65 that BSE2 does
not produce spurious excitations. However, as we will show
below, this is not always true.

Like BSE requires GW quasiparticle energies, BSE2 re-
quires the second-order Green’s function (GF2) quasiparticle
energies,28 which are defined as follows:

εGF2
p = εp + ZGF2

p ΣGF2
p (εp) (30)

where the second-order self-energy is

ΣGF2
p (ω) =

(pv|vc)2

ω − εv + εc − εv
+

(pc|cv)2

ω − εc − (εc − εv)
(31)

and

ZGF2
p =

1 − ∂ΣGF2
p (ω)

∂ω

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
ω=εp


−1

(32)

The expression of the GF2 self-energy (31) can be easily
obtained from its GW counterpart (18) via the substitution
Ω → εc − εv and by dividing the numerator by a factor two.
This shows that there is no screening within GF2, but that
second-order exchange is properly taken into account.65,70

The static Hamiltonian of BSE2 is just the usual TDHF
Hamiltonian where one substitutes the HF orbital energies by
the GF2 quasiparticle energies, i.e.,

Hσ
BSE2 =

(
Rσ

BSE2 Cσ
BSE2

−Cσ
BSE2 −Rσ

BSE2

)
(33)

with

Rσ
BSE2 = ∆εGF2 + 2σ(vc|vc) − (vv|cc) (34a)

Cσ
BSE2 = 2σ(vc|vc) − (vc|cv) (34b)

To avoid any confusion with the results of Sec. III B and for
notational consistency with Sec. III C, we have labeled this
static Hamiltonian as BSE2.

The correlation part of the dynamical kernel for BSE2 is a
bit cumbersome65–67 but it simplifies greatly in the case of the
present model to yield

Hσ
dBSE2 = Hσ

BSE2 +

(
Rc,σ

dBSE2(ω) Cc,σ
dBSE2

−Cc,σ
dBSE2 −Rc,σ

BSE2(−ω)

)
(35)

with

Rc,↑↓
dBSE2(ω) = −

4(cv|vv)(vc|cc) − (vc|cc)2 − (cv|vv)2

ω − 2∆εGF2 (36a)

Cc,↑↓
dBSE2 =

4(vc|cv)2 − (cc|cc)(vc|cv) − (vv|vv)(vc|cv)
2∆εGF2 (36b)

and

Rc,↑↑
dBSE2(ω) = −

(vc|cc)2 + (cv|vv)2

ω − 2∆εGF2 (37a)

Cc,↑↑
dBSE2 =

(cc|cc)(vc|cv) + (vv|vv)(vc|cv)
2∆εGF2 (37b)

As mentioned in Ref. 66, the BSE2 kernel has some
similarities with the second-order polarization-propagator
approximation1,71 (SOPPA) and second RPA kernels.7,32,51,72

Unlike the dBSE Hamiltonian [see Eq. (20)], the BSE2 dynam-
ical kernel is spin aware with distinct expressions for singlets
and triplets.67

Like in dBSE, dBSE2 generates the right number of exci-
tations for the singlet manifold (see Fig. 3). However, one
spurious triplet excitation clearly remains. Numerical results
for the two-level models are reported in Table IV with the
usual approximations and perturbative treatments. In the case
of BSE2, the perturbative partitioning (pBSE2) is simply

Hσ
dBSE2(ω) = Hσ

BSE2︸︷︷︸
H(0)

pBSE2

+
[
Hσ

dBSE2(ω) −Hσ
BSE2

]︸                     ︷︷                     ︸
H(1)

pBSE2(ω)

(38)
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TABLE IV. Singlet and triplet BSE2 excitation energies (in eV) for various levels of theory and two-level systems. The magnitude of the
dynamical correction is reported in square brackets.

Method
System Excitation BSE2 pBSE2 dBSE2 BSE2(TDA) pBSE2(TDA) dBSE2(TDA) Exact
H2 ω↑↓1 26.03 26.03[+0.00] 26.24[+0.21] 26.49 26.49[+0.00] 26.49[+0.00] 26.34

ω↑↑1 15.88 15.88[+0.00] 16.47[+0.59] 16.63 16.63[+0.00] 16.63[+0.00] 16.48
HeH+ ω↑↓1 29.23 28.40[−0.83] 28.56[−0.67] 29.50 28.66[−0.84] 28.66[−0.84] 28.05

ω↑↓2 79.94 79.94 64.09
ω↑↑1 21.22 21.63[+0.41] 21.93[+0.71] 21.59 21.99[+0.40] 21.99[+0.40] 22.03
ω↑↑2 78.70 78.70

He ω↑↓1 50.31 51.96[+1.64] 52.10[+1.79] 50.69 52.34[+1.65] 52.34[+1.65] 52.29
ω↑↓2 121.67 121.66 94.66
ω↑↑1 37.80 39.26[+1.46] 39.59[+1.79] 38.30 39.77[+1.47] 39.77[+1.47] 40.18
ω↑↑2 121.85 121.84
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FIG. 3. det[H(ω) − ω1] as a function of ω (in hartree) for both the
singlet (gray and black) and triplet (orange and red) manifolds of
HeH+. The static BSE2 Hamiltonian (dashed) and dynamic dBSE2
Hamiltonian (solid) are considered.

As compared to dBSE, dBSE2 produces much larger dynam-
ical corrections to the static excitation energies (see values in
square brackets in Table IV) probably due to the poorer quality
of its static reference (TDHF or CIS). Similarly to what has
been observed in Sec. III B, the TDA vertical excitations are
slightly more accurate due to error compensations. Note also
that the perturbative treatment is a remarkably good approxi-
mation to the dynamical scheme for single excitations (except
for H2, see below), especially in the TDA. This justifies the
use of the perturbative treatment in Refs. 65 and 66. Overall,
the accuracy of dBSE and dBSE2 are comparable for single
excitations although their behavior is quite different (see Tables
III and IV). For the double excitation, dBSE2 yields a slightly
better energy, yet still in quite poor agreement with the exact
value.

Again, the case of H2 is a bit peculiar as the perturbative
treatment (pBSE2) does not provide any dynamical corrections,
while its dynamical version (dBSE2) does yield sizable correc-
tions originating from the coupling term Cc,σ

dBSE2 which is non-
zero in the case of dBSE2. Although frequency-independent,

this additional term makes the singlet and triplet excitation
energies very accurate. However, one cannot access the double
excitation.

IV. TAKE-HOME MESSAGES

The take-home message of the present paper is that dynami-
cal kernels have much more to give that one would think. In
more scientific terms, dynamical kernels can provide, thanks
to their frequency-dependent nature, additional excitations that
can be associated to higher-order excitations (such as the infa-
mous double excitations), an unappreciated feature of dynami-
cal quantities. However, they sometimes give too much, and
generate spurious excitations, i.e., excitation which does not
correspond to any physical excited state. The appearance of
these factitious excitations is due to the approximate nature
of the dynamical kernel. Moreover, because of the non-linear
character of the linear response problem when one employs
a dynamical kernel, it is computationally more involved to
access these extra excitations.

Using a simple two-model system, we have explored the
physics of three dynamical kernels: i) a kernel based on the
dressed TDDFT method introduced by Maitra and coworkers,30

ii) the dynamical kernel from the BSE formalism derived by
Strinati in his hallmark 1988 paper,22 as well as the second-
order BSE kernel derived by Zhang et al.,65 and Rebolini
and Toulouse.66,67 Prototypical examples of valence, charge-
transfer, and Rydberg excited states have been considered.
From these, we have observed that, overall, the dynamical
correction usually improves the static excitation energies, and
that, although one can access double excitations, the accuracy
of the BSE and BSE2 kernels for double excitations is rather
average. If one has no interest in double excitations, a per-
turbative treatment is an excellent alternative to a non-linear
resolution of the dynamical equations.

We hope that the present contribution will foster new devel-
opments around dynamical kernels for optical excitations, in
particular to access double excitations in molecular systems.
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